
SPORTS ON TELEVISION ESSAY

Free Essay: ESPN: Portrayal of Sports on Television Sports have played a big in role throughout the history of
television. Without the television, sport fans.

Some young people understand about the bad effect of watching television for such a long hours, but others
just do not care about it. As a consequence, many young people are staying in front of the television for a
number of hours just to watch these games. The research I have gathered show the differences in all aspects of
sports related business areas such as, ticket sales, facilities, price of tickets, media coverage, Sports Illustrated
covers, and sports reporters. I am sure, majority of TV producers are not conscious that some people are
supposed to love any other type of sport apart from football. I was also one of the few people on my block that
had obtained relationships with people outside of my neighborhood The television allowed what used to be
listeners to be able to view what was going on with their television set Media and Sports Introduction A. From
to sport broadcasting crushed television ratings. In which ways are they influenced? The purpose of this
research is to bring attention the disparities that women follow in the business of sports. History of media in
sports III. Celebrations B. Therefore, a lot of people believe that these channels have been the main cause of
bad health condition of young generation nowadays. The tendencies of the media THESIS: The media must
take significant strides towards reforming the way they portray sports to change the current system of altering
the ideals of athletes and diminishing the prestige of modern sports. Furthermore, sportscasters always share
interesting information about the game or players that is not likely to be available at live matches. Some
people argue that the practice of showing sport on television is to blame for the poor health of the young
generation by encouraging them to watch rather than partake in physical activity. On the other hand, it is
development of television technologies which create a variety of opportunities for sports fans and sportsmen.
They have something to look up to, while young girls do not receive the same images. For this reason, most
TV channels prefer broadcasting a football championship rather than cartoons or series. For example, it is well
known that the more an athlete is shown on television the more money will be paid to him. Spectators began
watching their televisions for hours longer than prior ratings quoted. TV channels do, however, prefer showing
mroe football games but often forget tennis and golf. Multimedia A. Nowadays, anybody, who switches on his
TV, is likely to watch sports programmes. With the help of television it has become possible to watch sports
that were not very popular with the public earlier. In my country, even children understand the technical
aspects of cricket because they watch it on TV. Publication of shameful actions A. People of all age groups
watch sports on television. Essay - Television: Drug or Medicine. This sentence is perfect! Advertisers gave
players the opportunity for promotion contracts Youngsters need to realize that if they want to enjoy the health
benefits of sports and games, they need to play these games rather than watch them on TV. Sport is one of the
most popular draws on television today. Youngsters can learn all the rules, regulations and technical
specifications of a game by watching it on the small screen. ESPN is an American based cable and satellite
television channel that focuses on sports related information. To conclude, I feel that watching sports on
television has both positive and negative consequences. According to the author, Nomo embraced this
perception by sacrificing personal comforts and remaining quiet to better help his team and teammates on the
Los Angeles Dodgers. Secondly, it really depends on the personality of each individual. Now the young one's
just love to have a gala time watching sports. Firstly, many parents do not teach their children about the
healthy lifestyle. Young people are addicted to a sedentary lifestyle and they show little interest in playing
games. XFL IV.


